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Awe is: 
• When we are amazed by the beauty in nature
• When we see the incredible things the human body can 

achieve
• When we are inspired to record or recreate what we have 

seen or heard in the world around us

Awe is an appreciation for something beautiful or impressive 
that helps us understand our true place in the world. It helps 
us stay humble and to think, do and say things that show 
respect and make those around us feel happy and loved.

For example: Saskia and Jordan are in awe of the daisies 
popping up on the school oval in spring, so they spend 
a lunch time making daisy chains with their friends and 
turning them into crowns for each other.

Why do we need awe?
Awe and the appreciation of beauty has a positive influence  
on our mental and physical health. Through awe we can  
learn compassion, perspective and how to behave more  
considerately towards others. By being in awe of a majestic  
feat of nature, such as the Grand Canyon, we can realise our  
true place in the world and prevent arrogance and  
self-centeredness.

 Suggested Activities 

Ask your students to think about:

 1    How often do you stop and ‘smell the roses’?

 2    How can you show appreciation for something or someone beautiful you see 
today? 

 3    To Scale: The Solar System
Watch this video to see how awe can inspire people to create something 
amazing. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zR3Igc3Rhfg
Discuss the one or more of the following questions with your students:
1. What experiences have made you feel inspired?
2. What do you think the word awe-inspired means?
3. What fact about the universe or our world do you find most amazing?
4. If you could go to space, what would you most want to see?

Awe is a sense of wonder and 
appreciation for something beautiful 
or impressive. Busyness can dull our 
sensitivity to beauty, but awe is the 
starting point for humility and gives 
us a whole new lens through which 
to view our lives. An appreciation of 
beauty can focus 
on both ourselves 
and others. We 
should look for 
the beauty in 
all things and 
people, including 
ourselves (i.e. the 
marvelous and 
complex structure 
that is the human 
body).

Reflecting on

AWE
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 4    Welcome to Earth
Read the book Here we are by Oliver Jeffers.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cPPQdDwTUvE&feature=youtu.be
Have your students design a poster to introduce planet earth to a little brother, sister or cousin.
What are the key features someone who has never lived on earth would need to know about?

 6    The Wonder Wall
Since awe inspires, we must learn to seek it out in our daily lives. Ask your students what they wonder about 
most.
Have students draw or find an image of their favourite feature of the world/universe. Create a classroom 
wonder wall made up of the students’ pictures and photos.
Prompt questions
Where would you like to travel to one day?
Has a family member or friend travelled overseas and told you about or shown you photos of places they 
visited?
Is there an animal or insect that you think is especially wonderful?

Reflecting on

AWE

 5      Design a Planet
Ask your students if they can name the nine planets  
in our solar system.
Show students images of the planets in our solar system.  
Then ask them to use their imagination to design a planet.
 1.   My planet’s name is …?
2.   What colour is it?
3.  Does it have rings?
4.    What things about earth would they want to  

include on their planet?
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